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Abstract: The aim of this study was to delimit potential rockfall propagation zones based on
simulated 2 m resolution rockfall trajectories using Rockyfor3D for block volume scenarios rang-
ing from 0.05–30 m3, with explicit inclusion of the barrier effect of standing trees, for an area of
approx. 7200 km2 in Switzerland and Liechtenstein. For the determination of the start cells, as well as
the slope surface characteristics, we used the terrain morphology derived from a 1 m resolution digital
terrain model, as well as the topographic landscape model geodataset of swisstopo and information
from geological maps. The forest structure was defined by individual trees with their coordinates,
diameters, and tree type (coniferous or broadleaved). These were generated from detected individual
trees combined with generated trees on the basis of statistical relationships between the detected
trees, remote sensing-based forest structure type definitions, and stem numbers from field inventory
data. From the simulated rockfall propagation zones we delimited rockfall hazard indication zones
(HIZ), as called by the practitioners (because they serve as a basis for the Swiss hazard index map),
on the basis of the simulated reach probability rasters. As validation, 1554 mapped past rockfall
events were used. The results of the more than 89 billion simulated trajectories showed that 94% of
the mapped silent witnesses could be reproduced by the simulations and at least 82% are included in
the delimited HIZ.

Keywords: rockfall; simulation; hazard map; regional scale

1. Introduction

Worldwide, residential areas and infrastructure that are built downslope from steep
rock faces are threatened by rockfall hazards [1]. Rockfall is a general term which covers
the release from rock faces and subsequent downslope movement of fragmented rock ma-
terials ranging from one or several particles following ballistic trajectories to millions of m3

constituting granular flow type movements. More precise definitions of the different types
of rockfall can be found in [2]. The total damage caused by rockfall in Switzerland is much
lower than that caused by floods (responsible for 88% of the total registered damage in the
Swiss flood and landslide damage database), debris flows and landslides [3] since rockfall
processes only cause very localised damage, whereas floods affect large areas. However,
rockfall processes are much more significant regarding fatalities (22% of all fatalities related
to natural hazards, [4]). Further analysis of the database presented in [3] showed that,
between 2002 and 2016, 69% of the registered events are defined as particle fall and block-
fall (fall of single blocs with an average dimension regarding height, width, and depth
up to 0.5 m and larger than 0.5 m up to 4.6 m, respectively) [5]. Here it is important
to mention that both types of rockfall can be the secondary result of a rock mass fall
(i.e., volumes larges than 100 m3), which accounted for 31% of the events and the remain-
ing 1% is bergsturz (volumes > 1 million m3) [5]. On road infrastructure, when accounting
for indirect costs due to closure, rockfall causes the highest damage costs compared to other
natural hazards [6].
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The data on damage and loss presented above underpin the importance of the inte-
grated risk management (IRM) strategy of Switzerland [7], which also applies to rockfall
processes. The IRM strategy consists of three main, equally important, phases, being (1)
response, (2) recovery and (3) preparedness. Prevention measures are part of the latter and
can be prioritised in the following order:

1. Avoiding rockfall hazards using spatial planning based on hazard maps [8,9];
2. Biological measures (i.e., protection forests, [10,11]);
3. Technical/structural measures, such as rockfall dams [12] and flexible nets [13,14];
4. Organisational measures which can include rock scaling, i.e., cleaning [15–17], or monitor-

ing of cliff faces [18,19] and subsequent closure or evacuation of the underlying damage
potential.

Hazard maps not only form the basis for spatial planning, they also serve for setting
priorities for object protection [20] and, in many cases for flood hazard management but
not exclusively, for planning evacuation and rescue operations in residential areas [21].
In Switzerland and most other Alpine countries, hazard maps are generally produced
by natural hazard consultancy firms for single hazard zones at communal scale or even
smaller areas (single slopes), combining historical records, field surveys, terrain analysis,
forest information, and numerical modelling [22]. The Swiss approach behind the creation
of hazard maps combines the probability of occurrence (i.e., return period) of an event with
its magnitude (called intensity; see [23]). Generally, Swiss hazard maps are only available
for residential areas since they are costly to produce, especially for large communes. As an
example, for the canton of Grisons (GR) in Switzerland, 10% of the area is covered by
hazard maps [24].

In Switzerland, the the so-called hazard index map (cf. [23]) provides information in
the areas that are not covered by the hazard maps and therefore serves as a complementary
information source. The hazard index map shows the potential propagation areas of a
given natural hazard process for entire regions, both in and outside residential areas. These
maps, which are called susceptibility maps in the international literature (cf. [20,25,26],
traditionally contain model-based estimates of the maximum propagation of an event of a
given return period. Usually, they do not contain any information about the magnitudes,
which, in the case of rockfall, is mostly expressed in the kinetic energies that occur within the
propagation areas. Rockfall hazard index maps are generally created with simple modelling
approaches, such as the energy line (also often referred to as geometric methods) [8,27–29]
or other GIS-based approaches [30]. A first country wide rockfall hazard index map for
Switzerland was generated using such a geometric method during the SilvaProtect-CH
project, which served as a basis for a country-wide objective and uniform zoning of rockfall
protection forests [31]. Although the SilvaProtect-CH data have been used widely in the
Swiss hazard practice to complement the hazard maps in areas where no other information
was available, they no longer meet the current requirements regarding quality and detail
since the forest effect was not included in the modelling, the modelling was based on rasters
with 10 m cellsize and only one block size (1 m3) was simulated. Therefore, we developed
and tested an objective, automated, simulation-based methodology to produce zones that
are susceptible to rockfall propagation and this for different block volumes, with and
without the protective effect of forests. Although the return periods of the simulated
block volumes are unknown for the large majority of the covered release areas in our
study area, the produced zones are based on simulated reach probabilities and contain
information on the simulated kinetic energies and passing heights. Therefore, we chose
to define the resulting zones of our study as “hazard indication zones” (HIZ), since they
provide indicative information on the intensity and partly on occurrence probability. In this
paper, we present the developed methodology and assess the quality of the results using
field mapped silent witnesses (i.e., past events; PE) provided by the offices responsible for
rockfall hazard management in the study area.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area covers the country of Liechtenstein (FL, officially the Principality of
Liechtenstein) which has an area of 158 km2 and the Swiss canton of Grisons (GR), which
has a total area of 7105 km2. Liechtenstein is situated in the Upper Rhine valley of the
European Alps and is bordered to the east by the Austrian state of Vorarlberg, to the south
by GR (see Figure 1). The Rhine river forms the entire western border of Liechtenstein.
The highest point of Liechtenstein is the Grauspitz which has an altitude of 2599 m above
sea level (a.s.l.). Liechtenstein lies entirely in the Rätikon, a mountain range that forms the
geological border between the Eastern and Western Alps. The Rätikon mainly consist of
sedimentary rocks (for a large part limestone), where the northern part is assigned to the
Northern Limestone Alps, while the Southern part belongs to the Bündner Schist Nappe of
the Western Alps, which runs towards the south-west into GR. The highest point of GR is the
Piz Bernina (4049 m a.s.l.), which consists of Diorite and is part of a sub-Austroalpine nappe
consisting of cristalline rocks. Further important tectonic zones and nappes in GR include
the Aar- and Gotthardmassif, which consists of material from the original European tectonic
plate (gneisses, schists, and amphibolites), and penninic nappes, which contain a wide
range of rock varieties, such as sandstones, dolomites, as well as high grade metamorphic
rocks, such as gneisses and slates. Both in GR and FL, Flysch type deposits are found.
The presented details on the geology originate from [32,33]. The majority of the study area
can be defined as steep mountainous terrain in which the protection of residential areas and
infrastructure against rockfall and other natural hazards, not only for the local inhabitants
but also for the many tourists that visit the area, is a challenging task [22]. The population
in GR amounts to 202,509 (in 2022, i.e., 28.5 inhabitants km−2), in FL this amounts to 39,379
(in 2022, i.e., 249 inhabitants km−2).

Figure 1. Map of the study area covering Liechtenstein (FL) and the canton GR in Switzerland (CH),
surrounded by Austria (AT) and Italy (IT). Sources: Google satellite (Background); swisstopo bound-
aries and TLM for the lakes in the overview map.
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2.2. Rockfall Trajectory Modelling

We used the probabilistic, process-based rockfall model Rockyfor3D (v5.2.15—for details
on the algorithms and its development history see [34]) to simulate the propagation trajectories
of individual blocks in three dimensions. Rockyfor3D evolved from the rockfall trajectory
models presented in [30] and its development profited enormously from observations in the
field (cf. [35]) and data from full-scale rockfall experiments presented in [36,37]. Rockyfor3D
uses raster maps describing topography (Digital Elevation Model—DEM), rockfall source cells,
the mechanical properties of the surface material and the slope surface roughness. Rockyfor3D
considers flying and bouncing (rebounds on the surface) phases to simulate a rockfall trajectory.
The main output of RockyFor3D used for this study consists of a raster map containing informa-
tion on the reach probability (see Section 2.4). Rockyfor3D has been used in many case studies
covering from local to national scale (e.g., [38–42]), but in this study we applied it for the first
time to an area of more than 7000 km2, with 2 × 2 m cellsize input data and integrating detailed
tree positions.

To do so, we divided the entire study area into 668 tiles, on the basis of watersheds,
which covered on average an area of 22.3 km2 (min. area = 1.1 km2; max. area = 99.8 km2).
All tiles overlapped the neighbouring ones with 50 m. The simulations were carried out
per tile and the final result rasters were merged into single mosaics using a maximum
value criterion.

2.2.1. Input Data: Topography, Source Areas and Block Scenarios

The simulations in RockyFor3D were run using the digital terrain model (DTM)
SwissALTI3D from 2020 [43]. The original rasters which had a cell size of 0.5 × 0.5 m
were aggregated to 2 m resolution for each simulation tile based on the arithmetic mean,
whereby averaging the elevation of 16 0.5 m source cells per 2 m cell. Experience in the
studies cited above showed that Rockyfor3D provides results that fit best to observed
rockfall events if a DTM with 2 m resolution is used. The source areas for the simulated
trajectories, represented by start cells in a raster, were determined based on a slope angle
of ≥55◦ (cf., [28,44]) for cells classified as “rock”, “loose rock”, or “forest” in the Swiss
Topographic Landscape Model (TLM). Thereby, the slope angle was calculated using the
original swissALTI3D terrain model with the 0.5 m resolution and then aggregated to 2 m
resolution using a maximum function to ensure that we captured small rock outcrops in the
first step. We then selected the top row of all release areas based on a flow accumulation
analysis in GIS—all remaining start cells had a flow accumulation value of 0. This was
performed (1) to reduce the bias of the number release cells of flatter release areas (50◦–60◦,)
in comparison to the underrepresented number of start cell in semi-vertical rock faces in
the DEM and (2) to reduce the total number of start cells. To avoid solitary start cells, we
identified coherent start cell groups based on 8-connectivity and deleted groups with an
area <8 m2 (i.e., unconnected 2 m resolution start cells). Additionally, we eliminated start
cells next to roads, railways, and rivers since they were judged as mainly belonging to
human-made structures, such as road embankments.

For each start cell, the trajectories of 100 individual rocks were simulated for each forest
scenario (with and without trees) and for each block volume scenario, which included the
following volumes: 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10, 15 and 30 m3. These volumes were decided
upon in collaboration with the persons responsible for rockfall hazard management in
GR and FL, since they cover well the distribution of the registered volumes of the PE
(cf. Figure 2), even though larger volumes of single blocks were observed.

Rockyfor3D allows for simulating rectangular and ellipsoidal shape rocks, where the
exact simulated shape and volume is defined by three dimensions [34]. An ellipsoidal block
shape with three identical dimensions results in a sphere. In case that one of the dimensions
is smaller than 1/3 of the other two, a disc-shaped block is simulated. Explicit modelling of
very detailed rock shapes is not possible. Since, firstly, the block shapes of the registered
PE were not known and, secondly, we needed a systematic approach for the entire study
area, we decided to use a cube as the block shape for all the simulations. This is because the
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behaviour of a cube in Rockyfor3D is closest to the polyhedron defined in [45]. The moment
of inertia (I) of a cube-shaped block in Rockyfor3D is calculated as the following

I =
m · d2

6
(1)

where, m is the block mass (in kg) and d is the dimension (height = width = depth) of the
block (in m).

This finally resulted in approx. 850,000 and 55 million start cells for FL and GR, respec-
tively. With 100 simulated trajectories per start cell. In total, at least 89 billion trajectory
simulations were carried out. The simulations were carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R640
server with two Intel Xeon Gold 6152 CPU (total 44 cores) and 448 GB memory. To simulate
all block volumes and forest scenarios for all tiles took in total 4 days.

Figure 2. Cumulative frequency (in black) and density (in blue) of the block volumes of the 1577
registered PE in the study area.

2.2.2. Input Data: Slope Material Characteristics

In Rockyfor3D, the dampening effect (represented by the normal coefficient of
restitution; Rn) of the impacted slope material during a rebound is determined by eight
soil types:

• Soiltype 0 = River, or swamp, or material in which a rock could penetrate
completely (Rn = 0);

• Soiltype 1 = Fine soil material (depth > 100 cm; Rn = 0.21–0.25);
• Soiltype 2 = Fine soil material (depth < 100 cm), or sand/gravel mix in the valley

(Rn = 0.30–0.36);
• Soiltype 3 = Scree (material fragments with a mean diameter (Ø) < ~10 cm), or medium

compact soil with small rock fragments, or forest road (Rn = 0.34–0.42);
• Soiltype 4 = Talus slope (material fragments with Ø > ~10 cm), or compact soil with

large rock fragments (Rn = 0.39–0.47);
• Soiltype 5 = Bedrock with thin weathered material or soil cover (Rn = 0.21–0.25);
• Soiltype 6 = Bedrock (Rn = 0.48–0.58);
• Soiltype 7 = Asphalt road (Rn = 0.32–0.39).
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These Rn-value ranges originate from earlier work described by [46–48] and were
applied as such in all Rockyfor3D-based studies cited before. At each impact the Rn value is
randomly chosen, following a uniform distribution, from the defined range corresponding
to the Soiltype defined for the respective raster cell. Rn not only defines the reduction in
the normal component of the kinetic energy of the simulated block, it also determines the
density ρ (in kg·m3) of the underground material at the location of the rebound, following

ρ = 1200 · ln(Rn) · 3300 (2)

as well as its indentation resistance Ri (in MPa):

Ri = 55 · 109 · Rn7 (3)

Both parameters affect the calculated penetration depth (Dp) of the block during each
impact (cf. [34,49]). The most impact factor determining the tangential energy loss is the sur-
face roughness, which is represented by three raster maps (Rg70, Rg20, and Rg10; cf. [37])
with values between 0 and 100 m. These values represent deposited rocks and rock frag-
ments covering the slope surface, which form “obstacles” for the falling block, and are
defined as the “mean obstacle height” (given in m) that a falling block encounters in resp.
70%, 20%, and 10% of the cases during a rebound in a specific cell. The surface roughness
does not change the geometry of the slope. The random chosen value (out of the three raster
values with corresponding probabilities) for the roughness Rg, in combination with the Dp
and its ratio to the radius of the simulated block R, determines the tangential coefficient of
restitution (Rt) at each impact following:

Rt =
1

1 + (Rg + Dp)/R
(4)

In this study, the values for the Rg70, Rg20, Rg10, and soil-type rasters were deter-
mined by means of a general classification of the slope material characteristics based on
geological, land cover, and topographical data (Table 1). Hereby, the surface roughness was
represented based on four classes defined in Table 2.

Table 1 shows the data used for the terrain classification (Slope = slope derived from
swissALTI3D with either 0.5 or 2 m resolution; TLM = topographic landscape model from
Swisstopo; Flowacc = FlowAccumulation derived from swissALTI3D aggregated to 2 m;
Geocover = geological vector datasets from Swisstopo), as well as the attributed roughness
classes and the Soiltype values. The priority rules the importance of the layer in comparison
to the others, i.e., the layer with priority 1 lies on top, priority 18 only plays a role where
there is no information from the other datasources.

Table 1. Data model for the slope material characterization.

Datasource and Criteria Slope Material Characteristics

Priority Datasource 1 Datasource 2 Datasource 3 Roughness Class Soil Type

1 Start cells (Slope (0.5 m) ≥ 55◦) Rock face, loose rock material
or forest (TLM)

no roughness 6

2 Roads (TLM) - - no roughness 7
3 Railways (TLM) - - low 2
4 Rock face (TLM) - - no roughness 6
5 Loose rock material (TLM) Bergsturz deposits

(Geocover)
Slope (2 m) ≥ 25◦ medium 4

6 Slope (2 m) < 25◦ high 4
7 Scree and Talus deposits

(Geocover)
Slope (2 m) ≥ 25◦ low 4

8 Slope (2 m) < 25◦ medium 4
9 Forest (TLM) Bergsturz deposits

(Geocover)
Slope (2 m) ≥ 25◦ medium 4

10 Slope (2 m) < 25◦ high 4
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Table 1. Cont.

Datasource and Criteria Slope Material Characteristics

Priority Datasource 1 Datasource 2 Datasource 3 Roughness Class Soil Type

11 Scree and Talus deposits
(Geocover)

Slope (2 m) ≥ 25◦ low 3
12 Slope (2 m) < 25◦ medium 3
13 Loose rock material (TLM) Alluvial fan (Geocover) - low 3
14 Forest (TLM) Alluvial fan (Geocover) - low 3
15 Rivers (TLM) - - extreme 0
16 All other areas Slope (2 m) 0◦–5◦, - no roughness 1
17 Slope (2 m) 5◦–25◦, - no roughness 2
18 Slope (2 m) > 25◦ - no roughness 3

Table 2. Used roughness classes defining the Rg-values.

Roughness Class Rg70 Value (in m) Rg20 Value (in m) Rg10 Value (in m)
no roughness 0 0 0
low roughness 0.05 0.1 0.2
medium roughness 0.1 0.2 0.4
high roughness 0.2 0.4 1.0
extreme roughness 100 100 100

2.2.3. Input Data: Forest

To represent the forest, the model uses positions, tree-type (coniferous or braodleaved),
and DBH (diameter at breast height) of individual trees to calculate energy loss during
impacts against trees [37]. The tree positions are derived from airborne laser scanning (ALS)-
based vegetation height models using individual tree detection algorithms and randomly
generated trees within detailed forest polygons on the basis of forest inventory data.
As such, Rockyfor3D can explicitly calculate the trajectory deviation and energy loss after
impacts with trees depending on the tree DBH and tree type (coniferous or broadleaved),
the horizontal and vertical impact position and angle on the stem, and the kinetic energy
of the rock before the impact [34]. The model calculates if the tree is broken by the block,
i.e., the kinetic energy of the block is higher than the amount of energy that can be dissipated
by the tree. If so, there is no change of the fall direction of the block, if not, deviation takes
place. The Rockyfor3D model considers a block to have stopped if its velocity is less than
0.5 m.s−1 after an impact on the ground, independent if the block impacted a tree just before
or not. Therefore, if all kinetic energy of the block can be dissipated by a tree, the model
simulates the block falling from the impact position down to the ground vertically along
the tree stem.

The tree type is required by Rockyfor3D in the form of a grid indicating the coniferous
proportion per cell in percent. The final type of a tree used in the energy loss algorithm
is assigned using a random function based on the coniferous proportion in the respective
cell—if the coniferous proportion in a given cell i is x%, then the random function, which is
reactivated during every single tree impact, defines a broadleaved tree if the randomizer
provides a number larger than x, if not, the tree is coniferous. The proportion of coniferous
trees per cell was stored in a raster derived from a 10 m cell size raster with the dominant
leaf type (DLT) [50], which was created using country-wide winter and summer Sentinel-1,
as well as cloud-free summer Sentinel-2 satellite images [51].

The positions of the trees resulted mainly from individual tree detection as
described by [52]. Trees with at least 4 m height within the forest boundaries defined
by GR and FL were detected in the Canopy Height Models (CHM) which were derived
from ALS point clouds. The detection was performed using a python implementation
of the FINT Local-Maxima (LM)-based tree detection algorithm coupled with a statisti-
cal model based on forest structure variables [53,54]. The detected single trees, however,
only represent the upper layer of the forest since LM-based detection in CHM can only
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detect dominant and co-dominant trees in the canopy. Therefore, the final individual tree
dataset also included randomly generated trees representing the understory. The number
of understory trees was estimated at forest stand level, based on a statistical regression
model derived using field inventory data. The forest stands were delineated from the
CHM using the forest stand segmentation algorithm TBk, as described by [55]. The re-
gression model determined the basal area per ha and stem number per ha per diameter
class (12 cm ≤ q DBH < 24 cm, 24 cm ≤ DBH < 36 cm, DBH ≥ 36 cm) per forest stand in
function of the number of detected trees, as well as the DLT, the dominant top height, and
the degree of cover [55]. The regression model was then used to predict the number of
expected trees per diameter classes for each of the stands. Finally, the difference between
the number of detected and predicted trees was used as input for generating the artificial
tree points with RockyFor3D. This required (1) a raster with information on the desired
stem number per ha per diameter class, (2) a raster indicating the mean DBH and (3) a
raster with standard deviation of the DBH (see Table 3). Within forest gaps of at least
10 m × 10 m size, which were identified during the ALS based single tree detection, no
additional trees were generated. The additional trees generated per diameter class were
combined with the detected trees to form the final tree dataset (see Table 4).

Table 3. Inputs for generating additional trees.

Diameter Class Mean DBH [cm] DBH Stddev[cm]

12 cm ≤ DBH < 24 cm 18 1.6
24 cm ≤ DBH < 36 cm 26 2
DBH ≥ 36 cm 38 10

Table 4. Content of tree files.

GR FL

Detected trees 25,647,358 844,696
Generated trees 12 cm ≤ DBH < 24 cm 20,311,009 792,410
Generated trees 24 cm ≤ DBH < 36 cm 3,475,925 121,951
Generated trees DBH ≥ 36 cm 6,374,732 156,162

Total trees in tree file 55,809,024 1,915,219

2.3. Runout Raster and Automatic Delimitation of HIZ

The raster for determining the run-out and finally the rockfall HIZ is the one with
reach probability (Reach_prob [given in %]) values, which was calculated as follows,

Reach_prob =
(Nr_passages · 100)

(Nr_sims · Nr_sourcecells)
(5)

where Nr_passages is the number of simulated trajectories that passed through a given
cell, Nr_sims is the number of simulated individual releases per source cell, which equals
to 100 in this study and Nr_sourcecells is the number of start cells (or source cells) from
which a trajectory passed through a given cell. The highest start cells have a Reach_prob
value of 100 and the cells in the extreme run-out zone have values between 2% and
1% (with 100 simulations per start cell, 1% is the min. value in a cell where a simulated
rockfall trajectory passed. Based on the Reach_prob values, we automatically delimited
HIZ. We excluded all cells with low reach probability values by binarizing the raster using a
threshold of 1.5% for FL and 1.3% for GR and then smoothed the binary raster based on focal
statistics (using the majority operator with a round kernel with a radius of 9 cells resp. 18 m)
to remove outliers and missing values for areas < 100 m2. The smoothed rasters were then
transformed to polygons. The difference between the threshold levels reflects the difference
in rockfall hazard mapping in FL and GR, as these threshold levels were defined by the
practitioners responsible for rockfall hazard management in the two offices in GR and FL.
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This was performed on the basis of a qualitative comparison between existing communal
rockfall hazard maps (only for those where information on the underlying block volume
scnearios was available in the technical reports) and our simulated Reach_prob rasters for
the different block volume scenarios.

2.4. Comparison with Past Events

To obtain some measure of accuracy, we compared the results of the simulations with
a total of 1577 PE from the event databases of GR and FL. For this purpose, the data were
processed as deposition points of the rockfall trajectories and the corresponding block
volumes as attributes. Incorrect or incomplete data, e.g., data without any information
on the block volume, were manually deleted (99 out of 1405 PE for GR and 212 out of
483 PE for FL). Since the mapped events were mostly available as polygons, the lowest
point was extracted in each case based on the digital terrain model. If there was no exact
information on the block volume but an indication of the rockfall event type, a block volume
of 0.05 m3 was assumed for the event class “particle fall—mean rock diameter < 0.5 m”,
a volume of 1 m3 for the event class “blockfall—rock diameter of 0.5 to 2 m” and a volume
of 5 m3 for the event class “rock mass fall—large blocks > 2 m”. Figure 2 gives an overview
of the distribution of the block volumes of the registered PE. In total, 34 blocks had a
volume larger than 30 m3, ranging from 35 m3 to 650 m3 (10 blocks with a volume between
100 m3 and 300 m3, 1 block with 400 m3 and 1 block with 650 m3). Data preparation was
performed with QGIS (version 3.16).

The processed PE were then used to validate the simulation results. For this purpose,
we firstly compared if the mapped PE was reproduced by the simulation, i.e., if the PE
position was reached by a simulated rockfall trajectory of the block volume scenario
that corresponded closest to the PE volume. To do so, for each PE point, the value of
the respective Reach_prob raster cell and its eight immediate neighbouring cells were
evaluated. The event is considered to have been reached by the simulation if at least one of
the nine cells has a value > 0. Secondly, we analysed which PE volumes and how many
were reproduced by the simulations. Thirdly, we analysed how many PE lie within the
automatically generated HIZ. Lastly, we assessed whether there is a relationship between
the distribution of the mean Reach_prob values and the different block volume scenarios.
The mean Reach_prob value represents the mean of the respective Reach_prob raster cell
and its eight neighbours. The analyses were performed using R (version 1.2.1320).

3. Results

The simulated run-out maps and automatically derived HIZ show, as expected, that
the effect of the forest decreases with increasing rock volume. It is significant for the block
volumes 0.05 m3 and 0.2 m3. For volumes of 1 m3 and bigger the barrier effect of the forest
is less distinct. Figure 3 shows a typical example of the obtained results. Merely at locations
with forested transit zones longer than several 100 m, a difference can be observed between
the simulated run-out with and without forest for 1 m3. In some cases this is also true for
5 m3, but rarely for the bigger simulated volumes.

The qualitative comparison of existing hazard maps with the simulated run-out zones,
which was only possible at locations where information on the underlying scenarios used
for creating the hazard maps was documented in the technical report, showed that our
results were generally more pessimistic but plausible. In other words, most simulated
run-out zones and derived HIZ corresponded well to the existing hazard maps in the sense
that the simulated run-out zones were lying in a similar range, although slightly longer.
We did not observe extreme long, non-realistic run-out zones.
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Figure 3. Examples of the simulated Reach_prob rasters in the area around Sevgein in GR for three
rock volume scenarios. Map (a) shows 0.2 m3 without forest and (b) with forest, (c) shows 1 m3

without forest and (d) with forest. Silent witnesses of the respective volumes are shown as pink
points. Map (e) shows the cantonal rockfall hazard map with the high hazard zone in red and the
residual hazard zone indicated by the hatched yellow stripes. The 300 yr return period (largest)
block volume assumed for this hazard map was 3.5 m3—therefore, (f) shows the result of our 5 m3

simulation with forest to the right, as a comparison.
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Comparison with Past Events

The analysis of the PE in FL showed that, 256 of the total of 271 events were reached
by the simulation, meaning that 94.5% could be reproduced (see Figure 4). The median of
the block volume of the PE that could not be reproduced by the simulations was 0.1 m3.
For GR, 1236 of the 1306 PE were reached by the simulated trajectories, which results in a
reproduction of 94.6% (see Figure 5) of the PE. Here, the median of the block volume of the
PE that could not be reproduced by the simulations was 0.12 m3.

Figure 4. Distribution of block volumes in m3 of PE from FL, distinguished according to whether
they were reached by a simulated trajectory or not (yes/no).

Figure 5. Distribution of block volumes in m3 of PE from GR, distinguished according to whether
they were reached by a simulated trajectory or not (yes/no).
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For FL, the proportion of PE that lie within the automatically delimited HIZ using a
Reach_prob threshold of 1.5% is 90.4% (Figure 6). For GR, a Reach_prob threshold of 1.3%
was used. Here, the proportion of PE that lie within the automatically delimited HIZ is
82.2% (Figure 7). The analysis on the distribution of the Reach_prob values in relation to
block volume classes showed no clear trend (see Figure 8). The median of the Reach_prob is
highest for the block volume class > 0.2 and ≤ 1 m3 with a value of 4.1% and lowest for the
block volume class ≤ 0.05 m3 with a value of 2.3%. The median values differ only slightly
between the block volume classes. The analysis shows that the range of Reach_prob values
between the 25th and 75th percentile tends to decrease with increasing block volume.

Figure 6. Distribution of block volumes in m3 of PE from FL, distinguished according to whether
they are located inside the generated HIZ or not (yes/no).

Figure 7. Distribution of block volumes in m3 of PE from GR, distinguished according to whether they
are located inside the generated generated HIZ delimited using a threshold of 1.3% or not (yes/no).
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Figure 8. Distribution of the mean Reach_prob values calculated at and around the position of
mapped PE differentiated by volume classes (combined data from GR and FL).

4. Discussion

The large-scale, process-based rockfall simulations conducted in this study provide
a novel, reproducible basis for regional rockfall hazard index mapping. They include a
detailed representation of the spatial variability, as well as the protective effect of trees,
which distinguish them from other, e.g., simple topographic and/or empirically-based
regional rockfall modelling approaches (e.g., [29,56,57]). By considering several block
volumes, the simulation results enable preliminary hazard analyses for frequent and rare
events, and thus go beyond mere rockfall susceptibility mapping. Assigning release
frequencies to the block volume scenarios would allow for a quantification of the actual
hazard (i.e., probability of occurrence of rockfall events at the elements at risk) [58].

The comparison with mapped rockfall events showed that the results are generally
coherent. However, the exclusively remote sensing- and computer-based generated input
data resulted in certain limitations, which have to be considered when interpreting the
results. The used data model for the terrain classification and attribution of roughness
classes lead to low roughness values over wide areas. In a “per-site” trajectory modelling-
based hazard assessment, higher values would most likely be defined, based on the local
field observations. The spatial variation in slope characteristics found in reality can only
partially be represented by the approach presented here.

The qualitative comparisons with existing communal rockfall hazard maps suggests
that the applied method can be defined as conservative realistic, which fits perfectly
to the purpose of a conservative hazard index map (cf. [20]). A more realistic result
would require further research and development of a methodology for describing the
slope surface characteristics using, for example, machine learning based classification of
landforms and roughness, based on terrain data derived from high density ALS-point
clouds (e.g., [59–62]). In addition, continuous research on rockfall propagation and its
simulation to better understand the controlling factors is required.

Rockfall trajectories and HIZ in the vicinity of residential areas where rated too
pessimistic (i.e., too long) by the practitioners responsible for rockfall hazard management.
The reason for this is that in reality, the most upslope buildings would act as barriers
and potentially stop or attenuate falling rocks. Considering buildings as obstacles was
principally feasible, but it does not correspond to the purpose of a conservative hazard
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index map, providing a basis for long-term spatial planning. Therefore, the buildings were
not represented in the DTM and considered as a natural slope surface.

In addition to the Reach_prob raster, Rockyfor3D provides also a raster with energy
line angle (ELA) values, which correspond to the slope of a virtual line between the start
cell and the stopping point calculated for each simulated block and registered as value in
the stopping cell. These values, in addition to the calculated Reach_prob values, allow an
estimation of realistic run-out zones [63–65]. In this project, these values were not included
in the delimitation of the HIZ, since it resulted in fragmentation of the delimited zones,
leading to unreadable maps. When using the simulation results for delimiting run-out
zones for individual cases in the practice, it certainly makes sense to additionally consider
the ELA values. In this context, areas within HIZ with ELA values smaller than 26◦ should
be considered as very critical (i.e., unrealistically long run-out zone). Rockfall events in the
Alps with ELA values of 26◦ have been observed, but rather in exceptional cases. Values
between 26 and 28◦ are possible and values greater than 28◦ are very plausible. Areas with
ELA values smaller than 20◦ should not be considered at all (e.g., [28,66]). These represent
very improbably long trajectories or blocks which almost or never left the start cells in the
simulation due to an improbable parameter combination. In the latter case, a ELA value
with the value 0◦ is generally found in the ELA output raster.

In order to represent the forest cover as detailed as possible, the detection results
from [55] were used as a basis for the forest data. In addition to the detected trees, additional
trees were generated for the representation of the non-detected trees in the middle and
lower understory layers in the forests on the basis of the estimates of a statistical model.
The statistical comparison between detected and additionally generated trees on the one
hand and the inventory data on the other hand showed that the number of stems and
the basal area were generally underestimated. At the same time, visual comparisons
between orthophoto and the detected and additionally generated trees implied that the
forest structure is well represented (see, e.g., Figure 9). The spatial distribution of tree
heights and, related to this, also the mean DBH values, as well as the main horizontal
structure of the forest (gaps and tree positions) were well represented with the used single
tree data. Nevertheless, as expected, slight difference between real and reconstructed forest
structures exist. An important aspect which lead to a pessimistic representation of the
protective effect of the forest is due to the use of a linear regression between tree height and
DBH per tree type. As a result, the variation in DBH found in reality is not represented and
mainly trees with a large DBH are represented with a smaller DBH in the digital data. This
leads to an underestimation of the energy dissipative capacity of the trees with wide stems.

Almost 95% of the considered PE were reached by the simulations that accounted for
the current forest effect. This implies that the simulations were realistic, and at the same
time not overly pessimistic since many of the mapped PE were located in the outer zones of
the simulated run-out areas (i.e., low Reach_prob values). The automatically derived HIZ
included 90% of the PE in FL and 82% in GR, based on a threshold value of 1.5% and 1.3%,
respectively. These threshold values were not a result of a scientific analysis focusing at a
delimitation of HIZ which optimizes the balance between including as many registered
PE as possible without creating too large, i.e., too pessimistic HIZ. These thresholds were
defined by the practitioners responsible for rockfall hazard management in FL and GR.
They based their decision on a qualitative comparison with existing hazard maps, as
well as their proper experience. Nevertheless, we would not interpret the difference in
the chosen values as a difference in risk acceptance. A clear difference between the two
areas is the density of registered PE, being 3.1 km−2 in FL and 0.2 km−2 in GR. Since
topography and rockfall activity are not very different (although GR clearly has more
geological variability), the density in registered PE could possibly be explained by the large
difference in population density. This could mean, that in GR, in addition to blocks reaching
houses and infrastructure, only blocks with extremer run-out distances are noticed, resp.
registered. In FL, possibly also blocks that are deposited in the transit area are included,
which would explain why a higher threshold leads to more inclusion of registered PE.
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Figure 9. Representation of the detected trees in Malans (GR; based on 2016 ALS data) with the 2022
aerial photograph from the swisstopo WMS server as background.

The median values and volume distribution of the majority of the blocks not reached
by any simulated trajectory suggest that these could be fragments of bigger blocks, but this
hypothesis cannot be verified with the available data. In addition, it must be mentioned
that in GR, many PE only contained a general information of the block volume of the event.
These were represented by three rockfall event types, being (<0.5 m3, 0.5–2 m3 and >2 m3).
These PE were compared to the simulated block volumes of, respectively, 0.05 m3, 1 m3 and
5 m3, which logically resulted in both underestimation and overestimation of the quality of
our simulations. Without more precise volume data this could not be investigated further
in detail.

Generally, the HIZ of the simulations with forest are smaller or equal to those of the
simulations without forest. Smaller exceptions to this rule may result from the stochastic
nature of the simulations. Big exceptions may occur in situations with two or more
overlying rock faces, such as those shown in Figure 10. Without forest, the rocks originating
from the upper rock face (east of the lower rock face; not shown in this map) pass the lower
rock face to a large extent, and then reach the settlement area, which is clearly visible in the
higher values for the number of source cells and the number of passages. In the simulation
with forest, the majority of rocks was stopped above the lower rock face, which lead to
a lower number of sources and passages below the lower rock face. This influences the
reach probability in a counter-intuitive way and leads to higher Reach_prob values and
consequently slightly larger HIZ in the variant with forest. Since the number of simulations
was identical for both variants, the difference in reach probability was primarily due to the
difference between the number of passing blocks and the number of source cells. For the
variant without forest, the Reach_prob value decreased due to the significantly higher
number of source cells in relation to the passing blocks. The resultant value for larger areas
below the lower rock face is lower than the rounding limit, which means that smaller HIZ
were defined. This phenomenon is due to the calculation method of the reach probability
and, thus, the result is considered ”mathematically” correct despite its counter-intuitive
nature. This shows why additional local-scale simulations per rockfall source area are
required for (1) detailed hazard mapping, (2) the dimensioning of local rockfall measures
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or (3) detailed risk analyses. Further work on the calculation of the Reach_prob is required
to improve the concept.

Overall, the HIZ produced in this study can inform decision-makers in natural hazard
management by revealing potential rockfall hazard hot spots in areas where local-scale
hazard assessments are missing or outdated. Based on an estimation of rockfall release
frequencies per source area, a map with the expected occurrence frequencies could be
derived in a next step. This would provide the basis for risk index maps, which relate the
hazard to the potential consequences (i.e., expected damage).

Figure 10. Visualisation of the emergence of low reach probability values below two or more
superimposed release areas using simulations of the block volume 0.05 m3. Column left: Without
forest, column right: With forest. Top row: number of source cells, middle row: number of simulated
trajectories that passed per cell, bottom row: calculated reach probabilities. The corresponding
explanation of the shown effect is given in the second last paragraph of the discussion.
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5. Conclusions

• The study provides an automated approach for delimiting HIZ based on process-based
rockfall trajectory simulations with high spatial resolution and explicit consideration
of the forest effect.

• The comparison with past events, as well as existing hazard maps, implies that the
indication maps are conservative realistic, which is mainly due to rather low roughness
values based on the implemented data model of terrain characterization. An objective
and transparent way to further differentiate the description of terrain characteristics
for large areas still has to be developed.

• The stem numbers of the detected and additionally generated trees generally underes-
timated the reality based on a comparison to forest inventory data. Visual evaluations
showed, however, that the distribution of tree heights, as well as the horizontal struc-
ture of the forest (gaps and tree positions) are well represented in the forest data.
The DBH values of large trees were generally underestimated, which added to the con-
servative representation of the hazard. The continuous research work on tree detection
from ALS data worldwide will certainly decrease such under- but also overestimation.

• When applying the automated approach, attention should be paid to overlying rock
faces, which strongly influence generated reach probability values.

• Since the HIZ were delimited on the basis of reach probability threshold values,
there may be locally under- or overestimated. Therefore, in a site specific application
of the HIZ, it makes sense to re-evaluate and where required adapt the realistic
maximum run-out based on local observations and slope conditions as well as the
local acceptance of residual hazard. For this purpose, reach probability values in the
range >1% and <2.5% can be used and should be cross-checked with the simulated
values in the energy line angle raster.
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ALS Airborne laser scanning
CHM Canopy height model
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FL The principality of Liechtenstein
GIS Geographic information system
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HIZ Hazard indication zones
IRM Integrated risk management
LM Local maxima
PE Past rockfall events stored in the event register
TLM Topographic landscape model; geodata set from swisstopo
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